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AN INCIDENT NEAR ORO FINO_

BY" YUSEF..")

body knows where the
E·VEl,Y
Oro Fino mines are,-but
no; when I come to think of it,
every body doesn't know where
they are, by any means ; and my
Eastern reader, who neither knows
nor cares where they are, is just
about to pass this article by, as
requiring too minute a geographical
knowledge of the 'Territories, to
be interesting to him," But the
truth 18, that it matters little whether yon know where tl1t;y are, or
not, And if y{)n don't know, yo u
need not look for the name on the
nHtp; for it is not to l)e found
there,-at least in Mitt~lH;lrs Atlas..
Not even the little town of Oro
Fino--lvhich always see-filed to b e
trying to scramble up tlu~t steep
hill-side on which it was built, tin)
at last, it weakened, and died in

the attempt.s--Is represented by
the slightest hint of a dot; although
its still smaller neighbor, with a
high-sounding title-which I 'will
not give? just for spite-is blazoned
forth to the' world and handed
down to posterity as the capital of
that county of Idaho Territory in
\vhieh it stands..
But we will let tllat. pass, with
your permission .. Thore is, bet,veen
Oro Fino and the Clear Water
River, a table-mountain, on the
top of VI hioh the road isalm,ost
Ievel for the distance of about
twenty-fiv e miles,
And at either
end of this piece f)f Ievel road is a
steep hil l.. t he angle of el vation
be]ug an Incredible nUB) her of
degrees) whieh I will no mention,
for the sake of my reputation for
veraoit Y<> 'Altogether; the distance
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between the river and the town is into the station, they began to
about twenty-eight miles,
cOlllpare.esti mates (tf the distance
The mountain is, for the most they had made. . One said twenty
part covered with thick forests of miles, another sixteen, another
tamarack or American larch; hnt twem.y-five, ar.d so on. .Jnat then,
, here and there one might find the remaining Inan,-:l, short, tat
patches of prairie land covered '. Irishman, noted for his witty rewith the much prized mouutain plieS-Calll€ up, and on being; asked
bunch-grass, and in SOBle places the usual question, "How far is it?"
abounding with wild hay. In one replied, c, Jist the length of a bottle
little neck of a prairie of this 0' 'Yhiskey, begor," and held up
kind, several square miles in area, his empty bottle as a , silent eoufirstands, or stood, a double log- marion of th~ truth. And so, the
cabin, On this cabin was a cloth point being ' disputed, the reader
sign on which was .p aint ed , in , Inay choose for himself any nnm ber
large black letters, that common- of miles which he would wish the
est of common names for way-side distance to he.
inns, " .IIalj:- lV(tyFIouse." . ~~he
])ul'ing the winter of 'G1-2," ranch" on which it was, and the that hard winter that saw Califorhouse itself were conc1 uctcd by a nia flooded, ()regon drowned, and
c entlelnan\\Those nnmo we will
Idaho fl"or.eu,-111any a BUIll was
b
change to . .Alton. And here we rescued from deat h in the snow hy
will also remark, that none of the the iuruates of that house, Tho
names used in this papel·, arc the . very dogs even nlay he snid to
real names of the persons spoken of: have saved lllallY lives; tor often'I'he distance from Oro Fino to times in the night., when the prothis house was considered to be prietor :11H1 his little family, and
about fourteen miles. There was, the 'Ve:1l") travellers who would he
however, a- good deal of di~puting resting there for the night., would
about the number of miles, c~pe he ' sitting together before the
cia.lly in "Tinter, in\vhich season wnrm, hl'ight fire, the (logs would
it was variously estimated :tt from begin their deep, loud barking,
fourteen to thirt.y miles, according w hich was almost al wa ys a sign of'
to the strength of the \valkel·,-foe the approach of S01He wanderer,
~As soon as they were heard ·in the
ri'ling was almost out of the qnes
cabin, the inmates would run to
tiOll. · I remember one occasi on 011
which there \VaR a party of about the door and listen, not even dara dozen who ma.le the journey in ing to whisper, straining their ears
to catch even the ~lightpst echo of a
-one day; and no t\VO of the num her
agreed as to the distance. Fiually, " halloo." If none was heard, they
when all hut one had straggled would take out pistols, and 'fire
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them off in the ail'; and if-these signals brought an answer, either in
the form of the report of a pistol,
,o r a shout, within three or four
minutes, two, or more, according
to the num bel' of men that were
there, would start out, buttoned
np closely, nrmed with a revolver,
with a cruet full of tho best brandy,
and a little bread or a f(J\v cakes
for the lost man. Sometimes they
- would find the object of their
search wi thin hal f a mile of the
house, half Cl"azy with hung-er, bewildered by the waste of SIlO'V,
lying in the ' well-trodden path,
haviug, as they termed it, "giveil
out", that is, heing completely
exhausted, and too weak to 1110YC
another hundred yards, if that
would have saved him,
Men thus rescued would sometimes complain of those w ho carne
after them, ~a.yillg that th~y wanted
to 'be left alone, that they did not
feel uncomfortable nor cold. This
was a, sure sign that they had begun to be frozen, tor in the first
stage of freezing, a lllan,vhose
strength is ent irel y exhausted, w ho
has been worried by an xious cares
for 'his.life, during, perhaps, lllany
day'S, feels a delightful sensat.iou of
rest st~aling over his wearied limbs;
he is too cold to feel pain any longer; and, in fact, the whole lllanbody and spirit-s-is benum bed.
There is a total absence of pain;
and in that the victim is pleased,
and sleep steals softly over him,
But if he is not soon aroused from
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that sleep, he will never awaken
from it.
They would arouse the benumbed
man, it heing sometimes necessary
to threaten to shoot him, in order
to force him to come with them ;
and, sometimes, even this threat
being of no avail, they would have
to throw him around in the snow,
aud handle him roughly; meanwhile, receiving with indifference,
his mn ttcred curses, for" trying to
bring him back to .nl isery" . Then
they would pour down his throat
the reviving liquor, which lnight
then appropriatel y have been called
the elixir oitce, and give him whatever they had brought for him to
eat. _ He would thus be enabled to
reach the house, assisted by his
preservers; and when he had
reached it, and fully awakened
from his lethaJ"gy, never could man
be 1110re grateful.
One llight, as the c1 wcllers in
this lone, thongh not lonely, 1110Ulltuin horne, were sitting chatting
around the bright hearth, where
the fire crackled and blazed, lighting np tho bare walls of the rough
cahin-about nine o'clock-e-when
they were thinking of retiring,
suddenly, the dogs outside began
to bark furiously ; nnd shortly after,
a horseman rode up to the door
and dismounted. He was the first
horseman that had 00111e for a long
time ; and the poor beast he rode
could not have carried him another
mile that night. He had a couple
. of pairs of blankets on his hOI'St?, and
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in them was rolled np a haunch cause he had no Inoney ?"
of venison.
" 'Vell," replied the traveller,
But none of these things were whose 'name was Howard, " I
noticed at first; for the man said think he is safe for to-night; so
be was starving, and he was you need not trollble yourself
straightway brough t into the about him. I~ however, you fear
house, his ears and feet examined, for his life, you rna y go after him ;
and a supper cooked for him;
as for me, I ant goillg to bed."
in the meantime giving vent to
Neither the proprietor, nor the
lllany exclamations concerning the other gentleman in the room-a
coldness of the weather, his very certain Mr. Goodman..-had been in
"narro\v escape," (as he called it)
good health for the past few days';
etc.
and, under the circumstanecs, hearWhen supper had been prepared, ing that Howard's friend, whom
he sat down with an eager appe- - w e will call Langley, was probatite, and remarked upon the quality bly safe, and -t he distance to the
of the coffee, the tenderness of the deserted cabin and back, being a
steak-which had been kept frozen good day's travel for a robust man,
during nearly the whole ,viI~ter they did not venture on the enterand such like matters ; until, when prise of going after him.
In fact, they sa w that it was imhe had finished his meal, becoming
possible
for two men ill poor
eommunicative, he informed his
health,
to
do anything in the mathosts that he had come from Lewister
until
morning ; for 11ac1 they
ton, and that there uias another
started out, they would probably
marc along 'with Iiim. .;, But why
didn't you tell us that as soon as both have perished on the way~
you carne?
It is 110\V eleven And besides, the man was, they nno'clock, and it is death to venture derstood, in comfortable quarters.
ant thus late, all a night like this." :For, althongh Howard had not
" all, he's all right," was the reply; left with him any of the venison
"I left him with matches, blankets, which he had, the man would at
and a revolver, down in that de- least have warmth till the morrow,
serted cabin about six miles below when he could be furnished with
. here. He said he did not want to provisions from the , "I-Ialf Way
come on. In 'fact , be didn't have House."
AU "r~nt to bed, somewhat ill at
but two-and-a-half in nloney; and 1
don't think he could afford to stop ease, however ; and, as the fire went
out, and the rafters began to crack
here."
"I-Iang the money," replied Al- w ith the cold, and the how lings of
ton. "DiLl yon think that we could the wolves, and the long, pitiful
hesitate to save a man's life be- scream of the panther) c~llne closer

he
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and closer, they thought of the
111an deserted by his "friend" in
the snow, and probably sitting up
through the night to keep a fire
in that doorless, and windowless,
and widely-chinkec11og cabin.
Early the next morning the pr(\prietor arose; and he determined
that the weary traveller who bad
been left behind, must be brought
to the house, warmed and fee1. At
first he had intended to await
his arrival; but w hen Howard
appeared at breakfast, he for the
first time informed them that his
travelling companion had not been
very well on the day before, and
that he Blight Hot he able to reach
the house alone. .A lton then asked
Howard whether he would not go
hack with himself and Air. Goodman, to find the Ulan and bring
him to th 'e house, No, he would
not do it; neither did he wish
them to take his horse in order
that the sick man Blight ride. But
Alton, after first offering to pay
for the nse of the horse, and for the
horse itself if necessary, and still
finding Howard stnhborn, said
that he valued the life of one man
more than one clay of another's
time, or the life of another's horse,
and that therefore he would take .
the horse, AIr. I-Jo\vard's protestations to the contrary notwithstanding. And he did take it, and in
cOlllpany with 1\11'. (j-oodnlan, started out on the Lewiston trail on his
charitable mission,
'rr hev
found the. nUH}, I.ano·lev
.J
~
,.I'
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about three miles from the cabin.
He was as helpless as a child;
and it was all that their united
strength could do to placellinl
on the horse. Then they led the
horse back to the house-door,
where, with a calm indifference,
his late fellow traveller, asked him
S0111e commonplace question, the
import of 'v hich I do not now remember, They helped him off the
horse, and bronght him into the
cabin, his limbs being as llAeless as
sticks.
When the Ulan had been brought
into the house, it was found that
both his feet were frozen np to the
nnklos.
'I'hey were as white as
marble, and to the touch they
were as hard ; and. they seemed
to have heen ,red uced in size,
for they were hardly g)'eater in
thickness than the hand of an ordiuary person.
As for feeling,
they lnight have been cut oft"
without any pain to the owner.
'Vhen it was found that his feet
were frozen, nfl·. and :NIl'S. Alton,
and NIl'. Goodman immediately set
to work trying to take the frost
from them in such a manner that
they might not become inflamed.
13y placing the patient near the
fire, with his feet in a tub of cold
water, they gaye him the benefit
of warmth for his rody, : and still
kept the heat from his feet, Then,
for three long hours they rubbed
the poor mau's feet wit.h their
hands, trying to restore some
slight eiroulation in them.
'I'hus
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they labored until, their hands
being blistered, they found it irnpossible to continue the operation.
Then the lady of the house prepared poultices of scraped potatoes,the kind usually employed in such
cases-and Langley being placed
in bed, the poultices were applied
to his feet. In a few hou rs they
were taken off and found to be
frozen into solid masses, They
were then replaced by fresh o~}es ;
and so this work continued for
several days.
Meanwhile, Howard had gone
on to Oro Fino ; and after he had
gone, Langley, who seemed to
have some secret dread of him,
told the true story of the affair,
which ran, as well as I can remember at this distance of time, as follows,
lIe had a wife and family, in
Salem, Oregon; and it seems that
he owned enough property in that
place to support them, But in this
hard "Tinter he found himself a\vay
up in Lewiston, fat" from friends
and horne, cornmuuication between
that p lace and the rest of the world
being k ep t 11p very irregularly a
part of t he time, and sometimes
. broken off en t ir ely, and with only
f ve dolla rs ,~r hich he nlight call
his O\VD . H e wi shed to go to the
mines, ex peet ing to meet friends
there V\7ho w ou ld lend. him InOl1ey
to support him d uring the winter,
The journey bein s a perilous one,
and one w hich required many
days at t hat time, h e feared to un-

1)\Iar.

dertake it alone; and as Howard,
with whom he had been acquainted, and who, I believe, had been a
friend of his, was about to make
the trip on horseback, Langley
asked him, for friendship's sake, to
help him along in his present
straightened circumstauces, makiug
a promise w hieh he would certainly be able to fulfill, which was, that
he would soon ' repay him for his
trouble. Howard was glad of his
cornpany, at first; and I believe
that they made an arrangement
that each should ride, a part of the
time whilst 1.110 other walked,
.H ut
I
when they had been a few days
out, Langley became ill, on account .
of having, w hen thirsty, taken a
handful of snow, now and then ,
and oaten it as he walked a.longan imprudence of which 111uny travellers are guilty, and which sometimes even results in death.
Often, as he walked along in the
11arrO\V trail, he would suddenly
stop, .and with
groan, lie hack
upon the soft wall of snow, and
place his hands uponhis stomach, .
indieating that he was in great
pain. l~ut his companion did not
much notice this, thongh often he
was obliged to force J angley along;
the latter begging him, in a childish manner, to go on and let him
die, or to shoot him on the spot.
At last, one evening, when they
were within two days' travel of
Oro Fino, Langley, sick and despondent, found that he could not
continue , the journey, and the
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magnanimous Howard, instead of
treating him as an invalid, and
obliging him to take the horse and
ride to the next station, 0 '1' at least
of making a fire and bestowing him
as comfortably as possible in the
deserted cabin above mentioned,
left him with one blanket and a
pistol, told him that he (Langley)
would find the deserted cabin, on
a-head, not far from the road, and
with this, spurred on and left the
sick man alone,-alone in the midst
of a forest abounding with fierce
wild animals, with six feet of snow
on the g.'onnel, and 'six or seven
miles from any inhabited house,
Had Howard given the truth of
the matter on that night, Alton
and Goodman, unwell as they
were, and desperate as would have
been the attempt, would have
tried to rescue the man. But it
seems that Howard was withheld
by shame from telling the truth.
Langley, however, did not stop
long where he had been left; but
made a last attempt to reach the
Half-Way House, desolate and dispirited as he was. But it. was in vain;
notwithstanding that he walked,
during the Iiight, to wijhin about
a ,mile of the.station. Then, 'overcome by cold, fatigue and hunger
he lay down in the RlHHV, fully
xpecting never to awaken from
tho sleep into which he was f~llling.
He now lost all remern brauce ; but
those who went after him saw the
place in which he had lain down
by the "side of the trail, and came
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to the conclusion that he must,
shortly after having done so, have

by

been roused from his lethargy
the wolves. At any rate, when
he arose from his 'cold bed, he was
bewildered ; so that instead of
corning on towards the station,
mistook his ,vay and was, when
overtaken by them, retracing his
steps, crawling or walking as best
he could.
. This happened in the very coldest part of that cold winter ; and
Mr. Alton thinking it his duty
leave no means untried by which
a life might be Raved, undertook,
one day, to make the dangerons
journey to the town, fourteen miles
distant, in order to procure a regular doctor for the invalid, It was
on one of those' cold, cold days,
when not a breath of wind stirred,
when t he sky had a bright, leaden
hue, but the sun never 'appeared
during the whole day, and the
morning and evening seemed
blended into one, so quickly did
one follow the other. It was not
not without fears for his lite that
he started from the house; and
many an anxious prayer followed
him on his ,,,aye He was, however,
a vigorous man; and being now
almost entirely well, he walked
and ran the distance in two hours
and a half: He found the" Doe..
tor." This individual would ouly
come affer being first coaxed, then
begged, und finally threatened..
"V ould that I could describe hint.
Oh, what tremendously big words .

he

to
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·be always used, and how horribly
.h e misapplied them ! But time
has obscured manv things which
were then deeply impressed on IllY
memory ; and I have even forgotten the name of this jolly, boiste I"OUS, drunken "doctor".
The "doct or" said th e ruan's feet
ough t to be off, but could not now
be amputated, and that ev en if th ey
could, he had not an y~h ing to perform th e operation wit h.
It soon beca me plai n t hat L an gley HUlst d ie. Abo ut tw o weeks
after he had been brought in to th e
house, he called Mr a, Alton to his
bed side, one day, and asked her
.if she would w rite a le tt er to hi s
wife and family.
Sh e was t he
only one 'v horn he would allo w t o
approach him in his ravin gs; f OI"
he seeme d t o think t hat all t he rest
were continually trying to shoot
him. Even th e very coats hanging on the rough pegs in th e \VaHR,
were tran sformed by his raving
brain into h uman forms pointing
pistols at his head.
B ut now he was sane, and evid en tly kn e w t hat he must send his
la st words to .hi s wife a nd ch ildren,
wh om it appeat'R from t he letter
wh ich he dictated, an d the manner
in wh ich he spoke of them, he
d ea rly lo ved .
T he k ind lady wrote the let ter as
h e dictated, with the tears falling
.f l'om her cheeks upon almost every
word she wrote, That evening,
j ust as a crowd of t wel ve or four..
t een tired and hungl'y travellers

. L~Iar.

hail entered and were eating their
supper, Langley breathed his last,
gO'ng from this world with an indifference that could only have been
l?egott€ll .b y· the trials and sufferings of hi~ illness. His last words
were an expression of g~'atitude to
those wh o had 80 kindly ca red DJ)"
him,
~'\.. rude coffin wa s made for him,
from the bed of an old ,vagoll)
the only av ailable lumber ; and th e
la d y of the hou se se wed t ogethel",
as a sh ro ud , some lin en which hi s
late fellow -traveller, wh o was a
me rchant, was genero us erough to
present, afte r havin g b ee+l- frightened almo st out of his w its by a
number of men in to wn who 'had
heard of th e affair, and threatened.
to hailg him. Then, on .t he opposite side of a sort of "dry creek",
and also of the little neck of prairie
front where th e hou se sto od, . and
abo ut t \V U hundred yards from it ,
t.he f' BO\V wa s clea re d a \vay , and
ill t he froze n g round a grav e was
du g. H ere he was int er red , at t he
edge of the fo rest . After t he g rave
had vb een refi lled, t he sno w was
rep laced over it, in or der t he be tte r to secnre it trom the keen scented \ olves.
. A nd there t hey left him. 'I he
long hoary IllOSS of the tamaracks
h ung do wn, silvered with .fr ost,
over t he grave, fit emblem 0 f
mourning. . The wind sighed
through the top~ of the rugged
trees, making its sad forest music,
uninterrupted hy a.ny other sound.
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But the clouds have now cleared was first heard, having gro,\yn
away; and as the sun goes down, louder and louder, and more disand the long shadows of the trees tinct as it . approaches, becomes
stretch out over the bright snow, one universal roar.
The .short,
there comes from the far distance ' sharp, fierce barking of a thousand
a sound that makes the blood of ' coyotes, sounds' and echoes
the traveller turn cold with fear.
every direction; and then the long,
Nearer and nearer it, comes, as doleful how lings of the manyfaster and faster the shadows speed voiced and myriad wolves, seem
across the prairie. At last when to till heaven and earth with
the sun's level rays have kissed for trembling sound; and ever and
the last time those grand old 8nO\V"- anon, the long, shrill, piercing yell
clad mountains in the east, turning of the ;panther, joins the mighty
their white into golden, and green chorus, t.ill sky and wood seem to
and violet, and all the bright be echoing back to each other the
colors of the rainbow, and when mournful music, And the~e are
the moon arises to make her night- the sounds of woe, that echo over
ly journey, the faint sound that that lonely grave on the mountain.

in

A CYNICAL V AI..ENTINE.
[An unmathematical, ungallant, and misanthropic wretch, whom we will not name,
for his own sake, wrote on a piece of foolscap, which contains scrtbblings that clearly
prove him to have just failed in demonstrating Napier's Analogies, the following
acrostic:-ED.]

FebruG1'Y

14tll: 18~3.

Come to my longing' lips mistress most sweet!
Iillloe<:-ut art. thou of wanton flirtation,
Give me the art to write soft flowing feet,
And fill the smooth num h(&rs w ith thy inspirat ion.
RaiHe up nlY thoughts as thou ever canst raise them!
EVl~1l though poor be these verses of mine;
ThOll wilt accept them though no critic praise them:
To thee I indite them my' sweet Valentine.
Ever through life shall my homage be thine..
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A Californian's Cpin/on of his (:ount-ry

A CALIFORNIAN'S OPINION OF HIS COUNTRY
(By Mrs.

'W

Jo

L. ROWF.)

E 'RE the finest State in the Union:

That is what we are!
Do you know "tis my opinion
That that thar'
Constellation up in Heaven
Was namedfrom our G1'izzly B'ar .

•

We're richer than our neighbors;
That is why, I'm told,
To pay our State surveyor
It costs such a heap of gold:
More than that bare Nevada
Pays for her age, I'll be bold!
Not that I mean to complain, sir,
Although the times are dull;
For do we not maintain, sir,
We own the Pliocene Skull ?

And the 'logical survey, sir,
Has proved, beyond a doubt,
It belongs to the oldest man, sir,
That's ever been found out!
We're richer than our neig-hbors ;
And older-though so young:
You bet ,, ' this State belabors
All foes she gets among.
H

Yes, sirr l We'll whip creation;
For-though I scorn to boast'There's no or-gan-i-za-tion
Like this ((Pacific Coast."
W e're the finest State in the Union:
Yes ; that is 'what weare:
And Tm fixed in my opinion
That that thar'
Constellation up in Heaven
Was named from our G1'izzly B'ar I
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A V ALA.NCHES~

(W. DAVIS, 4th Englisb

J- N avalanche is the falling of
a considerable mass of earth
or snow, \V hich has become loosened hy the water made by the
thawing of the snow in the spring;
or by the rain of "Tinter..
The word avalanche first originated in Switzerland, among the
Alps; and is generally used h~
speaking of those terrific land, ice,
.or snow slides, which aloe there so
-U..

I

common.

We do not often em ploy this
word in speaking of the same phenomena in. the mountains of our
own country, which we call simply
land-slides, or snow-slides, as the
case may be. Our snow-slides are
neither AO frequent nor 8 0 destruerive as the Alpine avalanches;
and the word, so fun of terror for
the Alpine mountaineer, seems to
toe to belong to those regions
which gave it birth, A light
breeze, or even the tinklin g of a
little hell is enough to start an
avalanche,
Hence the Swiss
mountaineers before setting out on a
journey through the mountains, in
t he spring, fire guns and cannons

-e )

to agitate the air, and thus hasten
the fall of the threatening masses
of rocks, ice and snow. During
the whole of the journey the stillness of death reigns; for a whisper
nTay bring death itself upon them,
Each point or jutting cliff is an
object of dread. Even the bells of
their mules are stopped up with
tow,
In the green mountains of V ermont and in the w hite mountains
of New Hampshire, " Thole sides of
mountains are loosened by the
melting of snow and the spring
rains, and slide with the rapidity
of lightning into the valley 01" river
below, carrying destruction and
desolation in their path. Houses
and villages are swept a\\ray, and
their illfated occupants buried
alive,
The mountainous districts of
America are not so thickly settled
as those of Europe ~ therefore,
land-slides are not such objects of
terror; although they are quite
frequent and terrific in some parts,
F ew things are more grand or
1110re awful to look upon than
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a mountain-slide or avalanche.
No sooner has it begun than it is
over. The traveller is fastened to
the ,spot; he has not power to
move ; and when all is past, he
rubs his eyes or pulls his hair to
see if he has not been dreaming;
but there is the bare side of the
mountain -which tells him that the
sight he has just witnessed was
but too real.
'The avalanches 'of Switzerland
are of ice and snow; while those
of America, or at least of that
part of it in which we reside, are
mostly of earth and rocks, and are
therefore more properly called
land-elides.
As the avalanches
rush down, they increase in size
and velocity '; and when they
strike the valley, the ground is
shaken, as if by an earthquake, 'for
miles around.
The noise made by an avalanche
is louder and raore terrible than
tlllinder. In the Alpine villages
the VPl'y word avalanche is enough
to strike terror into every heart.
After t.he descent of an avalanche,
the mountain presents a 11108t desolate aspect; Its sides are bare, its
, trees are torn IIp_by t lie roots and
their brauches scat tered abont in
every dirvct iou ; houses are horne
away miles from their original

IMar.

sites ; and the mangled forms of
their once happy occupants are
dismal objects to lo-ok upon. Th e
once beautiful valley is a dreary
waste; its green fields are covered
with the debris of the fallen mountain; and the inhabitants ' of the
villages on the mountain side have
met with a sudden and un expected
death.
The avalanche is more dreaded
by the Alpine villagers than a.nything else. They can . find shelter
from the storm, and from the
mountain torrent; but from the '
a valanche th ere is no escape.
When the bold eagle, the king
of the mountains , hears th e roar of
the falling mass, and sees it bearing dowu .rapldly npon him, he is
frightened, and flies to a great
height, and keeps soaring around
the brow of his native cliff -I Iis
mournful screams for his lost brood
add terror to the scene; and when
the fearful event is over, he flies
back to the place where his nest
had been, and where he had raised
many a happy brood, only to find
its ruins. His laments are heard
near the spot for several days; but
eventually he flies away to build
a new nest, with the assistan ce of
another mate,
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GUNPO\VDER,: rrs DISCOVERY, MANUFACrrURE .A.ND USES

(Il.ERMAl\TN B. PEYTON, Mental Philosophy.)

CHAP.

I.-Its JJi.05covet·y.

"I is im I' issible to state with
certainty when and where
this most valuable and universally
esteemed gift of science was discovered. Many views, however, some
plausible, SOUle highly improbable,
have been advanced upon the subject; and it shall be In y endeavor,
in this brief paper, .to weigh these
impartially ill the balance, so that
'w e may ascertain, as 1-:11' as luay be,
the real truth of the matter,
The honor of the discovery of
this powerful explosive is popularly attributed to a German monk .
and alchemist, named Sch wartz,
who flourished towards the end. of
the fifteenth century. This man,
as the story goes, was one day at
work in his laboratory, (in search,
probably, of the Philosopher's
Stone,) w hen chance led him to
throw into his mortar, simultaneously, some saltpetre, some sulphur, and some charcoal. These
substances he proceeded to pulve. rise with his pestle; when, 10!
mass of flame suddenly sprang
from under it, and injured him so
severely that he was permanently

a

deprived of his sight.
To this
story, however, 111any objections
luay be made, III the first place,
it looks llighly improbable that a
man should place together three
totally different substances, each
of which is essentially necessary to
the composition of gunpowder,
without having an ultimate object in view, Secondly, we lllay
argue that had 'Sch wart z entertained any suspicion as to the probable result of the experimen t, he
would never, if he was a sane man,
have exposed himself to inj ury by
pounding such a mixture in a 11101'tar, Lastly, even supposing the
first two objections answered, he
cannot be the real discoverer of
gnnpo",,'der, since it is mentioned in
documents written at a tirne far
more ancient than that in which
he Iived ; as I shall hereinafter
demonstrate.
Roger Bacon is also credited
by llluny with this discovery;
and indeed his claims to it are
far stronger than
those
of
Schwartz.
Writing in the year
1 ~ 70, he mentions the compound

Gunpowder ." Its Discovery,
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the time of }Ioses. This opimon
is founded on the evidence of many
ancient i nscriptiona and manu something lread y in common use scripts, from one of which' I will
at t hat time, and adapted to the quote a translated passage, referamusement of children.
His re- ring to some , explosive. material
cei pt was: "But yet, ' take ye of used at the time of Alexander the
saltpetre 'with pounded sulpliu» and , Great. The work I quote from is
charcoal, and thus ye l.oill make the Life oj· Appollonius TyanCf3us,
thuncler and lightning, if' you written by Philostratus, Speaking
know how to prepare them." This of the method of defence used by
was written, as I have stated the Oxydracae,-a people living
above, in t he year 1270, and conse- Let ween .t he Ganges and the Hyquently puts the claim of Schwartz phasis,-against Alexander, he
entirely out of the question. N ei- says: "For they carne not out to ,
ther can we infer with any justice, fi,qht thos e ioho auacked them.; but
that Bacon was the discoverer of those holy men, beloned ot the goels,
gunpo,vder. He may perhaps have ooerthreio their enemies with ternbeen the first to introduce its use pests and thunderbotie shot from
into England; but that he discover- their uxdle.'
The history goes on
ed it, there is, I think no proof what- further to relate that the Egyp ever.
tians, Hercules and Bacchus, who
We must then look further back overran India, were repulsrd by
if ",·e·wish to come to any conolu- these people "with storms of
sion.
And since iho history of thunderbolts and lightning .hurled
Europe throws no more light on from above." A doubt has been
the subject, let us turn to the East, expressed, however, as to w hether
where I ' hope our investigations the explosive referred to in the
above passage was really gunpo,vwill meet with better success.
In India, and ill the empire of der, Philostratus, it is true; gives
China,
)(-'t l~e exudes from
the us no information in regard to the
soil spontaneousl y ; and conse- composition of the substance of
quently .its properties could not which he speaks; but still we may
have remained long unknown to glean enougn matter from authorthe people of those countries ; espe- itiescither cont emporaneous with
cially to such an obser 'ing and in- him, or even more ancient, to sol ve
dustrious race 'aR the Chinese. It the difficulty easily. F.I'hese.\¥riters
is the opinion of InallY sa vans skill- agree in telling us that saltpetre
ed in the languages of the East, was ope of the ingredien ts of the
that gunpowder was known to the mixture referred to; and this gives
Hindoos at a period as remote as us quite enough of ground for de-

with much particularity, not clai

'1-

InO' for hi mself the ' hou or of its
d iscovery, but speaki 19 of it as
l"')
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ciding w ith almost absolute cer- pens of Chinese writers, inform U8 ,'
tainty, that the explosive of the that, at least in the year 618 B.C. J.Oxydracae was nothing but gun- fire balls projected froni bamboo
powder. For we know that saltpe- tubes, and a sort of explodin!/ shelf,
tre when fired alone, will (llJflagrate were in general use,
Again, we read that in the year
but never explode: gunpowder is
12:32
of our era-e-] which was thirthe only explosive mixture into
tyeight
years before l~oger Bacon
which saltpetre enters. Who then
published
his workj-s-when the '
will blame us if we conclude that
these sons of the Ganges were the Ohinese were besieqed by the 1I1oli.
first to use gunpowder ? Nor do gols -in Kai:t'an«q-ju, they defended:
we base onr conclusions merely on themseloe« with cannon thro'UJlng"
the chemical proof I have given stone balls, and used explosine
above. The view is. furthermore shells, petards and other jfj'e1lJo'rktl
confirmed by the statement of A. based upon g1f11powder.
Hence, at least, the incredulous,
N. Wilson, n. most learned man,
who says that. the composition even should they discard all other '
of gunpowder is described in se- proof, nlay be certain that gunveral very ancient Hindoo medical powder was in actual use, and'
works, and also in Hindoo codes that the Chinese were in actual
possession of it long before the
of law.
Let us now turn to China, and "enlightened" nations of Europe,
see whether anything is ttl be
Some nlay argue however that,
learned from that quarter, At a notwithstanding the fact of the'
. very remote period, fireworks, both Eastern nations being acquainted
for amusement and for warlike with gunpowder, Europe was none
purposes, were in use in the Chinese the wiser on that account; and ,
empire; and -these, like the Hindoo consequently that the man who
mixture" were made principally of discovered it there, deserves credit
saltpetre. Indeed, I think it is as its inventor.
If it ever had been invented
most probable that they were preeisel y similar to those of the Hin- there, the fact of its being already
doos ; since these two nations were known in 8?me other country,
not 80 far distant from each other, would Hot lessen in the slightest
but that they must have had some degree the glory .of its inventor.
kind of mutual intercourse; and The N orthmon discovered Amerithis being the case, so valuable a ca previously to the time ofC()lulndiseovery as 'g unpowder would bus; and this takes not a leaf from
scarcely have been confined to one his orown : but what we say in
regard to gunpowder ·i R this, llule
of them alone.
'T<.~ry ancient 'w orks from the It ?JJrt..s iniroduced mto En'Ol)C .tFO'lJI. .
r
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the East, and that consequently no This knowledge did not, however,
European can claim to be its in- (as \\'<:; should naturally have supventor,
We will endeavor to posed) pa~s from th« Byzantine
Grecl.s to the west of' Europe. . It
prove our assertion.
The Arabs, we wel l know, were w.is reserved to the Saracens to
in constant intercourse with the int roduce it there by rneans of their
Hindoos and Chinese in ancient wars.
While the Greeks were allowir: g
tiIneH, when they were wont to
bring their gunls, spices and scents the know ledge they had thus acto' the markets of those densely quired to rest comparatively unimpopulated countries, Such being proved, the .4 rabs were not idle. "
the case, it would not he wonderful On the contrary, they carded the
that these roving child ren . of the Chinese receipt through various
. desert, should catch with avidity at i mprovements, In the year 1118,
,ve find .t heru using it in Spain, at
80 valuable a mixture as gunpo\vAbd-el-.
der, This in fact, we have docu- the siege of Saragossa.
mentary proof that they did; and lIfu7n~n, one of their chieftains,
two of the Arabic words for salt- took .Moluulia, in .Algeria-we
~etre, used"in their vocabulary even have good reason to suppose, with
to the present day; signify China fire arms, in 11 h6; and in -the fo1lowing year the Spanish. town of'
~alt· and ()Aina snoui.
From the Arabs the knowledge Neilba was defended 'again,~t 'tlte
Castilians ioith fire arms throwing
of the manufacture of gnnpo\vc1er
passed, first of all, to the Byzan- bolts.and stones. -..A gain, in 1280,
tineGreeks, w hose inveterate ene- it is quite certain that gunpowcler
~ies they were, These people did was made use of-against Cordooa:
not however pay much attention
Thus was gUllpo\vder introduced
to the valuable discovery ' thus into Spain hy the · Saracens; and
made known to then}. . It is r.s they made such ·constant usc of
not until the ninth century that it against the Spaniards, it is easy
we hear of their paying anyatten· for us to see how the latter began,
tion to it. Marcus Gracchus, one ill -the fourteenth century, to use it
of their authors, in a work written themselves. Now this, it will be '
at that period, gave a - receipt for remembered, is the very date at ,
making gnnpO\Vdel·, in which he which Schwartz is said to have
said that six parts of saltpetre, two discovered it
0}0 8ul]Jhur, and .one of charcoal,
From Spain, its use was spread
were necessary to ob ta in it of t he all over Europe; and in a short best quality"
This ' proportion, time it made its appearallce in
althougl; not strictly correct, will England. Whether Roger Bacon
still give a tolerably go od powder, introduced it there or 'not, I am
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not prepare l to say; there is a
possibilit)T, na.y, even a probability
tllat he did so, judging from .his
works; especially from the one
entitled "Liber de Nullitate 1J!Ia-

giro."
I hope I have succeeded in convincing the reader who has had
the kindness to follow me through
the maze of centuries .t h roug h
which I have been travelling, that '
the powerful . substance, which
wars and struggles in every firearm, and in alrnost every TIline
, throughout the length and breadth
of Christendom, is really of Oriental origin.
.
. In my mind there is no idoubt
'u pon the subject. I firmly believe
that gunpowder, in common with
many other preeminently useful
things, was known to the Chinese
long before civilization had made
any advances in Europe.
Of
course there is a possibility that
my conjectures may be,vrong;
but still I think that if placed in
the .b alance tog(>ther with the
claims of Schwart.z and those of
Roger Bacon, they will -b e found
much more ,,"eighty than either.
I have brought authentic documents to corroborate all OlY state.m ents ; and I think that the manner in which I have Recounted for
this discovery and its introduction
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'nto Europe, cannot wen be assailed. Roger Bacon did not discover
the substance.
The claims of
Schwartz are absurd.
If then
gunpo,vrler was invented in Eu'rope, of what uationality and name
was the discoverer, and at what
date did he li ve? 'I'he question is
not answered. And still the inventors of much loss important
things than gunpo,vder have come
down to. posterity, and will continue to be handed from generation to generation, till time shall
- be no 111 ore. . Is it not reasonable
to conclude, then, that gunpowder
neoer had a discoverer in Europe..~
The filets of the case clearl y point
to such a conclusion.
I hope this chapter may not be
pronounced either dry or uninstructive. Its materials are purely
historical, it is true; hut still they
are of 8~lCh a kiud that they may~
not improbably, prove interesting'
even to the general reader, and
will certainly be. so to him who
turns lii» attention, in any special
way, to the history of the .Eas~
I shall feel amply compensated for
the laborsl have undergone iQ
collecting them, if I can but influence some inquiring mind to follow
up the step I have taken, and thus
throw more light upon this interesting subject,

(1'0 be continued 'In our next.)
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(BY THE FIFru: ENGLISH CLASS.,)

A RASH JUDGl\IENT,
(J. C, SANCHEZ, 5tb English.. '

'M

AN Y years ago. :while Cali-

,

fornia yet belonged to Spain,
an execution took place at the Pre-sidio, in San Francisco, which is
atill fresh in the minds ' of some
-few old Spaniards who witnessed
it. A pOOl" guiltless man suffered
the penalty of the Spanish law for
". llnrder. He "1a8 accused of having killed three little children.
It happened that a party was
given at the old Presidio by a
Spanish captain. As the residents
were very few, nearly all were pre-sent at it
On that day an Indian had been
'w h ip ped, for SOUle offence which
he had committed..
Nig-ht came; and the father and
lInother of the family to which he
'was attached, went to the party~
leaving at home three children;
the eldest of whom was about six
years of age..
A~ soon as th e Indian perceived
'tJlat both the parents ha d gO IH.~, he
determined to be revenged for the
.h umilia tion he had received :80 he
went Tnto the house, ' and finding
the three children asleep, he put
-e

his hands around the necks of two
of them, and choked them to death.
The third and eldest child ran out
of the room, and hid himself behind
a door.
The Indian looked , for
him, but could hot find him.
He
would have searched longer and
would ,probably in the end have
found him ; but the fear of being
caught made him hasten a\vay
The news of the murder SOOI:
came to the Presidio; and a great.
excitement prevailed among the
people,
A very honest and respectable man was arrested, 'a nd
accused of the murder, He had
killed a sheep on that day; and
'Bo rne blood stains had been left on
his shirt. He had not been seen
at the ,part.y ; and this, added to
the circumstance of the blood on
his shirt, was enough evidence for
'e xcited judges., I-Ie was at once
arrested and put on the rack; for
in those days instruments of tort.ure w ere sti ll use d') to force eu lprits to confess the truth, After
suffering very much, he was taken
from the rack, and brought before
e

a Spanish Alcalde, named 11-,-.

Echoes from a Nest ot" O'wlets,
This judge was a very cruel
man, and at once sentenced the
innocent victim to be shot. Another Alcalde, of dIe name of Higuera, defended t.he prisoner with
much vigor and ability, and tried
his best to save him. He said that
the man was not guilty of the
murder, and that it was not right
to condemn a man to death on
such circumstantial evidence; or
that, at Ieast, ld." -xocution should
be delayed until the case could be
sent to Spain..
He therefore appealed to the
king, praying that the sentence
might be given by the kin 6 him
self: Accordingly he seut a jnessenger to Spain, to inform the kill~
of the facts, and to beg him to sav e
a poor and innocent man from an
unjust death.
Higuera was well known to the
k'ng, w ho in course of time gave
him a favorable answer; but Mrecei ved the n~W8 with indignation, and urged on by some demon
ordered the prisoner to be put to
death immediately,
. The prisoner was brought forth
and was asked if he had anything
to say before the signal of death
should be given. Availing himself of this unexpected privilege
he said, "1\'Iy dear friends, you all
know that I have been sentenced
to die. I am accused of murdering
three children,
am not guilty ,;
and I declare it before my God,
Jesus Christ. I may deserve this
punishm ~llt for other sins I have
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committed, but not for the one I
am accused of now." He declared
.his innocence over and over again,
but the time for his execution was
at hand, and he was told to bid
farewell to all his friends and relations. He bade them all good-bye,
and told them to pray for him. "I
am only going before you," he
said, "where my God will judge
me. He knows all the sins I have
committed in this world; and He
knows also that I am not guilty of
w hat is laid to In y charge." These
were his last words,
.
Almost everyone present was
moved to tears. The executioners
bandaged his eyes with a handkerchief, and told him to stand up. A
priest stood by his side, encourag..
ing and preparing him for his de~
parture into ete iity, Three soldiers
had been appointed as execution.ers, and were posted at a short
distance from the guiltless man.
He had once been their comrade..
He told them to shoot without
fear, Two muskets were aimed at
his head, and one at his breast,
The command to fire was given,
and the innocent man fell dead.
Through the efforts of Higuera
the body was buried with much
honor, and l\fa~8 was said in the
o1d l\li~l'ion Church for the repose
of his soul.
Not many months elapsed before the true murderer was diseovered, The Indian confessed his
crime to Borne other Indians ; and
one of these not being very friendly
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to\vards him, went immediately
and related the w hole affair to Hi'g uera who had lately been appointed a Lieutenant by the King, The
Lieutenant went himself with sorne
of his soldiers, and arrested the
murderer, made him confess everything, found him guilty, and s110t
'] l i lll instantly.
Higuera had an
Interview with Alcalde 1\'I~-- and
discharged him from the office
which he had proved himself 80
unworthy to till. This was a very
'-light puuishment ; 'b ut Heaven was
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more just, ' and therefore more
severe, towards the iniquitous AI :.
oalde, His conscience 'was a .cruel
executioner, and ' he could never
forget the wrong he ,had done an
innocent man
Resides, he was
stricken down by a painful di sease which tormented him for
more than twenty-five years, till death put an end to h~s life and
sufferiugs, Terrible was the account this man had to render to
God.

THE DOG AN) TIlE LION -A FABLE..
(JOHN WARD, 5th Eng1i3h,)

O

' N E day a lion, the rnight.iest

monarch of the ' plains, was
crossing a -farm yard which was
'fi lled with horses, CO\VS, oxen and
sheep.
His expedition was a
'l·eveng efnl one, for he \VaS g'()ing
to attack a lar-ge and faithful mas,t iff, which a fewdays before had
'b affled him on one ot his thievinsr
u
excursions, The 'doo'
was waitinsr
,:,
b
for his majesty; but he was not
alone: he had with him the farmer
with his sons and some workmen.
The lion said to It iruself as he
went along, "rrlle dog is ~t1"ong
animal, but I am mueh stronger;
'a n d to-night I ' shall find him un-

n

aided, and shall have it all my
own way. "The farmers who were
on th ~ watch for me last night,
think I will not come to-night and
hence they w ill not be prepared for
me, Ha, hn !" He continued, as he
smacked his nps, "How I will crush
that ugly cur who humbled me so
much the other day, and deprived
me of sneh a savory meal."
But the lion was much mistaken
in his calculations. The farmer
had set a large steel trap in the
narrow path over which the lion
would have to pass to 'g et at the
the dog.
As he passed through the farm "

Echoes from .a .Nee; .of Owlets.
. he espied a poor calf that had been ,:
f~)l'gotten ;, and being hungry, he
killed it, ate . a portion of the carcass, 'and hid the rest, He then .
went forward ; and w hen he . sa w
the chain which held the trap, he
said, "This would be a good thing
t9h(lat the dog to .death with."
.l-t\ lambkin heard this remark ; and .
a.s she had. a v;ery gentle and forgi~7ing heart, 'sh,e said to the lion,
,,'Sire, I beseech
to listen to
the voice of a poorlittle lambkin.
I warn you not to pass throngh
that narrow path. Go home. Forgive the dog." · But the lion, disdaining even to look.around at his
monitress said, " 'Go preach to cow ards, and not to
the monarch
of. beasts l" The lamb replied,

you
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" .Re,·engefnl persons . more often
ha 1°111 themselves than their inten..
ded victims."
. But the lion went forward, pay'"
ing even less attention to the last
remark of the hun bkin than to her
previous warning, He had DoL
gone far before he fell into the trap
prepared for Iiim, and was securely
caught. He gave a roar that shook.
the whole country around and terri- :
fled nll who heard it. But this roar
was his last. The farmer came out
and easily killed him. If he had
.h eeded the warning voice of the
lamb, he would not have died so
soon or so ignominiously.

me,

Jlloral.- W e should not despise
the counsel of the humble,

._ --- AN

INHU~IAN .

OFFICIAL.

(J. SANROMAN, 5th English.)'

NE day, while walkinz up ceeded to take what }1e conld lay
and down the play grol:111c1, . hands upon, to pay for the taxes.
a friend who bad been in Ireland
N O\V this woman was exceedingrelated to me the following little ly poor; and ' the only things of
incident, which happened in the value in her house were a kettle
and the dinner then cooking in it;
city of Cork, .i n theyear 18G5.
A poor woman owed a very . 'and this the vigilant officer took off
.sJll all amonnt of taxes '; and when in triumph, leaving the miserable
the tax-collector called to collect woman and her children to get their
them, she had not the mon ey to dinner the best ,yay they might,
gi ve him, but promised to get i L
'Ve could not believe that such
soon. At this the fellow 'g r unlb led , inhumanity could be perpetrated
and threatened to seize upon what in our enlightened time, did we
she had. In fact, he carne back not know the story to be perfectly
. again, with a policeman, and pro- true,
(

.A. HU8oanil's Valentine
The case, of course, had to be .
brought before the Justice of the
Peace, on the following day. This'
was a. 1\'1r. Martin, an Englishman..
He heard both parties; and he '
was astonished and highly indignant at the conduct of the cruel
tax-gatherer. He administered a.
severe rebuke to the vile wretch,
telling him that though he had
been a J ustiee of the Peace for
twenty-five years, never before had
he witnessed such cruelty, such

e
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brutality, snr-h inhuman con I1,,(·to
He said tha t vile h t'iligs li '«. this
wretched follow, whose official positiou marl- t.lu-m seem to represent the Government, were just
those whose conduct caused th e
Irish to hate England..
He warned hi III against proceeding thus in the flt,q re,
The kettle and its contents were
restored to t he poor woman, and
she went horne happy..

A IIUSBAND'S· VALENTINE.
(PROFESS~R H DAN JE-)
e-

'Tis the day when .t ender VO~TS,
Whispered under arching boughs, .
Or on paper fairly writ,
Test one's love and tax one's "Tit..
Tell me, little wife of mine,

l\'lay Ihave a Valentine?
Underneath the Church's shade,
YearR ago, my vows were made..
Must I now make vows anew?
Then I'll make them, love, to you.
Little nut-brown wife of mine,
wm you be IllY Valentine? '
Still, in better times or worse,
Solemn prose or melTY verse,
Health or sickness, land or sea?
N ear or sundered though we he,
Faithful little wife of mine,

Yon shall be my Valentine!

Sunriee;

SUNRISE.
(V. McCLATCHY tat. Rhetoric;)

Ii Many a time an.d oft'
An hour before the worshipped sun
Peers forth the golden window of the
East,t'

have I hied me to some secluded
spot, w here I might witness, in
undisturbed quiet, the magnificent
spectacle of sunrise.
To enjoy the feeling of freedom
-to inhale the fresh odors and
breathe the pure atmosphere of
early morning-to allow yourself
t.o be overcome by that feeling of
peaceful contentment, which steals
over you in the contemplation of all
these things-is a delight of which
many, even in their wildest Utopian dreams of mundane happiness,
have never thought.
No sound disturbs the calm
serenity of the scene; not a sign
of life profanes the hallowed hour.
Gradually the day dawns, and a
few solitary streaks, of roseate hue,
are remarked in the Eastern sky.
Soon the light increases until the
streaks become more clearly defined. The l~OSY fingered Aurora has
appeared. She is once more SU111moning Tithonus to guide his dazzling chariot across the heavens.

The.red sky now assumes a golden tinge, which imperceptibly increases in brilliancy until the veil
of shadow has altogether disappeared, and the glorious sun mounting above the horizon, 1100ds the
earth with his genial light.
The verdure seems to have acquired new vigor during the night;
the first rays of morning guild it,
and the sunbeams seem to laugh,
as they play hide-and-seek among
the sparkling dew-drops, which in
their turn. reflect the prismatic
colors,
The birds, too, unite their voices
in a hymn. of 1) raise to the Father
of Life and Light, and with their
happy and melodious notes, banish
every care from the mind, leaving
us conscious of nothing, but the
calm pleasure which they have
awakened in 'o ur hearts.
It is indeed an hour of enchantment-e-the hour which we thus
spend in the contemplation of the
wonders of creation. Its influence
is of a kind which even a selfish
man cannot entirely resist; for the
scene is so beautiful and so sublime
as to preclude indifference.

t
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CHRISTMAS AT SANTA CLARA OF ·THE l\IISSISSIPPI
[Owing to peculiar circumstances, we have been unable to insert this letter
.until this month. We trust, however, that it will still be interesting to our
California readers.--En.]

ST.

CLARA. ACADEMY, ~

SINSL.~AW.A J\!OUND, WISCONSIN, JAN. 2nd., 1873.

Dear O,vL:-\Ve have long admired your wisdom from afar;
though never before have we dared,
either by voice or pen, to invade
your silent retreat. Time, however, and cautious observation have
at last convinced us that 80 sunllyhearted an owl is not a being to be
feared, and that notwithstanding
his high appreciation of the charms
of "the twilight hour," he loves
'l ig ht and cheery voices as well as
more flippant bird s,
When yon next plunleyonr
wings for flight, please fly high
and far Eastward; for we are
longing to hear the flutter of your
pinions amongst us.
The holidays arc nearly over
now-for your owlets, probably,
-as well as for us,-but I hope
they rested as brightly over your
dusky flock, as upon our grand
hill-side. Assuming that a description of our manner of passing
the Christmas holidays filay interest your readers, I "Till proceed
to tell you something of our
doings.
Angelic voices, mingled with
the rich tones of the harp, aroused

us early in the morning watches,
on Christmas Day. According to
a time-honored custom of St. Clara,
a band of angels had descended to
chant "Gloria in Excelsis Deo,"
(as a thousand witnesses can prove);
and after. this sweet a wakening we
proceeded to our Chapel, which
seemed as radiant to our eyes, as we
might suppose was that field in
Galilee, where glory shone around
the startled shepherds. Fair and
rosy as it was with blossoms, one
could not remember that elsewhere
were darkness and desolation, but
could only believe that earth had
burst suddenly into light, and
'bloOll1, and song, and that all the
world, forgetting sin and sorrow,
was grouped around the Crib.
Once in the year, one finds the
dawn of day unwelcome, - on
Christmas morning. It calls one
back to earth, when half-way up
to heaven,
Then, ~t night, we had an irnmense Christ nlas'l"'i ree, laden to
breaking with glittering fruit, and
shining with nutny tapers. Statues and lovely pictures, too CUIllbersome for the branches, crowded
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around its foot-many of them gifts
to our beloved Sisters,-and long
before the busy "Christmas Committee" had finished thework of
distribution, they were weary
enough to need. rest from their
labors.
On the 30th came our grand
concert, or rather, "Musical and
Dra rnatic Entertainment :"- Ta/bleaux, Fairy Lanel, dnetts and
trios on pianos, vocal pieces, solos
and choruses. The closing piece
was a classical drama, entitled,
"Genius of Harmony," composed
for the Philharmonic Class, It represents Music as she was and is,
in her place and power among the
nations. The " Spirit of the Past,"
in clark, misty robes, enters, and
laments bitterly that 'the nlercellary
Present has driven Music from the
earth, w here she will never again
deign to find a home ; and calls
upon ancient Greece and Rome to
come forth and vindicate their for111er glory. They sadly respond,
but ' only to deepen her gloom, by
revealing pictures of former triumphs, never to he restored. The
"Spirit of the Present".issues forth,
and elegantly and indignantly denies that true music is dead to
man,-and, clailning that modern
nations alone have worshipped her
with true worship, summons the
nations of our day to uphold her;
-,vhen Italy, eager and triumphant, calls over her own glorious
roll of honor, resonant with the
names of mighty masters of song;
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the "Genius of Harmony", pure,
radiant and majestic, welcome her;
and in turn, France, Germany, and
green-robed Erin lay their offerings at her feet, and claim their
places at her shrine. Spain alone,
dejected and humiliated that war
and dissension have left her" so
few great names wherein to glory,
shrinks back; till the calm voice of
the "Genius of Harmony" wins and
soothes her into hope aud submission. America, youngest daughter
of the nations, ardent and ambitious, is about to advance, when a
grotesque figure styling herself
"lVlodern MURic", elbows her way
into the midst, and-flaunting aloft
streamers of street-ballads-c-clamorously demands her rights as a
progresslonist, expres~es hr r scorn
of the old beaten paths of Science,
and undertakes to teach her votaries in six months, that for w hich
the old Masters would have demanded as many years. Finally
she announces herself as "the
youngest daughter of America,
fitting type of her progressive ~pi
rit." America, in indignant astonishment, disclaims all kinship with
the noisy babbler, who is driven
from the scene in shame and confusion. The "Genius of Christianity"
next appears, bearing a radiant
crOSR, and in vites all to bow before '
the sign of Faith, as the beacon.
w hich all t rue worshippers of Har
Inony Blust follow. All the nations j oin in the "Gloria in 'E xeclsis Deo." They bend in adoration
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before her who bears the'cross; and
the scene closes with this grand
tableau and chorus.
. I trust I have not wearied you,
nlY dear OWL. Had I a plume
from your own dark wing, it
might, perchance, impart more
solemnity to rny pages,-but as I
- deal with daylight only, I ,can find
no darkness-save the ink-where-
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in to dip my pen.
May your wisdom and grace
ever flourish with the same fresh
young life 'as now! That your
Santa Clara of the Pacific ,m a y
ever grow and rise, till it reaches
the stars, isthe earnest wish of

A

PUPIL

OF SANTA CLARA OF TIlE MISSISSIPPI.

LETTER FROM OUR LONDON

CORRESPONDENT
~

LONDON, FEBRUARY 1ST,

Dear " Oicl?" : --- We have had
the wettest and warmest winter
ever known' in England; and it
seemed, until two days ago; as if
the frost had altogether forgotten
to ·p ut in an appearance. At last,
however, it has actually set in;
and we are beginning to look forward to ice and the skating consequent upon it, as probabilities.
The feature of the season has
been the enormous price of coals,
which has been kept up mainly by
's t rikes among the colliers, who will
only work three days a .week,
whilst they insist on having wages
that will keep them and all belonging to them in a state of idleness ·
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for the other four, And ·y ou may
guess what a collier's idleness is,
During those four idle days he and
his family are either drunk, or, if
sober, are at any rate provided with
prime joints of meat at high prices,
and with all the luxuries of the season. 'This is the secret which accounts for the rise in the price of the
best parte of an ox or sheep, whilst
the price of the entire animal remains so comparatively moderate,
The working men (will li ace the best
the butchers' shops ;fford, cost what
it l11ay. So up goes the price of the
prime joints, until it reaches a point
which almost debars middle-class
people of small incomes from he-
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coming buyers.
The labour-market is quite unhinged, all over the country; and
even the agricultural labourers
have at last caught the epidemic,
I see lots of trouble in store for
farmers, manufacturers, and all
employers of hand-labour; and
lots of misery for the men.
A gigantic strike is now "on" in
South Wales, amongst the colliers
and iron-workers; and, as the
masters are rich, and hold out, the
111en must eventually yield: but
think of the misery of their families before the point is reached at
w hich their obtuse intellects will .
see the necessity of so doing!
We are fast becoming Yankees
on this side of the Atlantic. The
bottom is coming _ to the top,
Nice prospect-for babies in arms:
isn't it ?
The ex-emperor's death excited
great sympathy hero, The mistakes of his political life were forgotten in his exile and illness; and
his death ·consequently d rew forth
an amount of kindly feeling from
all classes, which must have disgusted his French enemies, They
say he had, from land and jewels
sold, about £10,000 a year. He
saved nothing when his chance for
saving was so ·good. Friends at
Chislehurst tell
that the pretty
little village was in a state of
great excitement over his death.
He was immensely respected there.
His affability and courtesy made
him very popular with his rural

me
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neigh bors ; and the Empress and
Prince Imperial fully shared . in
this good "Till. Nearly everyone
in the place was in mourning, the
Sunday after his death; and on
the day of the funeral all the village shops were closed, and the
blinds were down in every house.
The Church bells, too, (of the Protestant Churoh, I mean) were tolled
during the morning; and muffled
peals were rung in the afternoon. .
The Chislchurst tradespeople regard themselves, it seems, as having suffered a great loss, even in a
pecuniary sense; for the late EU1peror dealt with thorn largely and
paid well and regularly. He also
employed in his service a great
many of' the men and boys of the
village, and contributed to many
of the parish charities: so that
almost every member of the little.
communit y has reason to regret
his loss. From the time of his
death to that of the funeral the '
village was crowded with French
people of all ranks; and at the
funeral itself the num bel' of mourners, both French and English, was
enormous-s-not to speak of the
vast outside crowd of respectful
and sympathetic spectators,
Dirraeli is feeling crushed at the
loss of his wife, Tney were devoted to each other. He means
politics again, however, and will be
in his place to badger Gladstone.
The principal fight this session will
be on the Irish Educational
Scheme, which I will leave the
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politicians of the immediate future
to discuss.
Russia is making ominous advances in Asia, and has been told by
England that if she steps beyond
a limit assigned, she must fight.
No doubt the scrimmage will come
bye and bye; though nOUJ the Russians are must polite-not being
ready. .
The fat Tiehborne "claimant"
is on the scene again. He has
been starrin g it in all sorts of
places, to make money; and at
meetings held in various towns
has been backed by Onslow, and
that true "friend of the Pope", the
ultra-Protestant idiot, 'iVhalleytwo empty headed 1\1. P.'s, who
have been abusing judge, jury,
counsel, and everyone concerned
in the last trial, Can you guess
why they do this? If not, let me
tell you that it is simply on
account of the true Tiehbornes
being Catholics, and consequently
(in Whalley's opinion) capahIe of
any enormity.
Capable, accordingly, of the particular enormity
of holding, by plot and eonspiracy,
the property to which (according
to 'Vhalley) they know that . the
false Tich borne (the elaimaut) is
entitled. It matters not to a poor
fanatic like ·W halley that t,ilere is
not a shadow of proof for such a
charge. The Tichbornes are "Papists"; and thtlt'R enongh f()1- him.
l~y the by e the ' '" clal tHaH I:" has
hitherto professed t o be a Papist
too; as, if a true Tich borne, it

would be natural that he should
be. But I scarcely think }VIr. Whalley would have taken up his cause,
unless he (Whalley) saw Rome Protestant promise concealed beneath
that load of fat. Nou» oerrons.
Any how, he and Onslow have
been going too far for their own
good, lately. They were both had
up for "contcnlpt of court" . the
other day.
Upon which they
begged pardon, and were fined
£100 each . ~

The yery next day, ·the "claimant" and a certain Ml~. Skipworth,
of the Lincolnshire family of that
name-s-who is himself a member of
the Bar, but who, nevertheless, took
the ~I~1. P.'s place as slanger-general-were at it again; and now
tlley have been IIp in the Queen's
Bench for contempt of Court; and
the result is that Skipworth is fined
£500 and sent to gaol for three
months, ana -the "claimant" bound
oyer to hold his tongue or forfeit
£5,QO. Lord Chief Justice Cockburn would naturally have presided on this occasion; hut as the
"claimant's" abuse had been directed principally against himself,
and any sentence passed by him
might have been attributed to
improper motives, he cried off; and
}VIr. Justice Blackburn took his
place.
The long expeeted trial of the
" claimant" for perjury, is to come
on in April, and will feed the
papers and the lawyers. ResnltI hope-the extinction of our fat
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friend. Virtttally all his chances
of the estate are gone already ; for
he cannot proceed further in his
claim, till he has paid the costs of
the last trial,-yiz: £60,000 ; and, as he is now in the Bankruptcy Conrt, that will be a puzzle to
him.
We are going to cut you out
again in guns; or to try at it.
Hitherto the biggest guns have
been made on your side of the Atlantic. Only a little while ago a
600 fu ball was considered a prodigy. What do you think we are
taking in hand now ? Why a gun
that shall fire a ball of no less than
five tons weight-and on~ ball a
minute "at that," (as you Yankees
say)! Nay, the inventor declares
-(" Oreda: JUClCRUS L1pella")-that
he can produce a gun, if necessary.
which shall fire even a ten-ton ball.
Of course this enormous gun
needs proportionate steadiness in
the platform from which it is to be
fired; and you will therefore say
at once, that of course we can onl y
mean it for land-service, "No Sirree I" You are mistaken. The projeetor of this gun is no less a man
than the well-known flIrt Bessemer,
who is so shortly to give us ships
that will save us from motion in a
storm; .and it is this principle
which he is going to apply to the
platform of the new gnn; so that,
if the thing succeeds, (and there
seems to be no valid reason why it
should not,) we shall be able to
fire a ball of five or ten tons weight
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at our enemies-among whom we
hope you will never be-just as
steadily from a big ship as from a
fort. The old lion is not dead yet,
you may depend upon it.
And now, old blinker, I shall
conclude. .
Stay!-As you ask riddles of
your friends, here is one for you.
What relation is' a loaf of bread
to the electric telegraph? Mother.
Why? Because bread is a necessity and the telegraph an inoeniion;
and necessity is the mother oj"in· r
oention.
If you care for figures; here's
something in that line: quite as
good, in mr opinion, as the estimates of. the estimable Dr. Cumming about the 'period of the imminent destruction of the "~lan of
Sin."
The Emperor N apoleon ~II. was
64 when he died : Born in .... ~ .1808 (added together)==17
"
"
15
Coup d'etat .. 1851
Emperor
1852
16
1870
16
Dethroned
Total .... 64

or, if you add them vertically thus:
1
808
185
1

1
1
4

8
52
870

32

17

11==64.

Q.E.D.

Don't you think that, after furnishing you with a calculation like
this, I may fairly aspire to the post
of your Prophetic CorreepondentY
-that is, if you want one.
Yours truly,
DEADLOCK.
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EXCHANGES. - The
N. E WHesperian
is our

.Student
last new college exchange. It is a
four-page monthly, coming from
the State University at Lincoln,
Nebraska. Welcome to our list!
We have received theOxjord
Uncler{jrad~tate'S Journal.
We
can only say of it that it fulfils the
expectations which we should naturally have of a paper published by
the students of one of tile greatest
universities of the world,
The lVestminster Monthly, is,
another new exchange. Small,senRible,-bac11y printed.
Harvard College has another
paper-The lrIogenta. It is a
twelve page fortnightly paper,
contains good matter and is neat
typographically.
WHAT an array · of papers and
magazines adorn the files in this
little office! How 111uny 1)e11S have
written, and scratched ont, and
corrected; how 111any brains have
been exercised; how many hours
of labor have been expended to
produce " That now is ranged about
us on the walls and shelves, But
whence, one might ask, do all
these printed expressions of feeling
come? It were perhaps easier to
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answer the question, "Whence do
th~y not come?" They are the
epitome of the thoughts of the best
educated of the rising generation.
They come from almost every college that worthily bears the name,
in the Union; and from England
and Danada. The man of literary
culture, w ho has been educated in a
time'when there was hardly such a
thing as college journalism, might
be tempted to consider this very
modern institution as hardly worthy of notice, But when one considers that the ideas expressed by
the writings · in these papers,
though as yet perhaps not full y
developed, are those which in after
years will be matured and brough t
prominently before the world by
the men who are to wield a mighty
in-fluence over our country, he will
see that it is undoubtedly worth
his while to watch the progress of
this ever strengthening institution.
The Union College Magazine is authority for the statement that fourteen
men in the graduating class at Dartmouth (one-fifth of the class) are Roman
Catholics. Truly these are the days of
liberal views. Would such a thing have
been possible fifty years ago? Let them
come into all our institutions.-Ex.

Yes. Isn't it really wonderful
that a being w ho has the audacity
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to be a Catholic in this enlightened
age should be tolerated in an Arne..
rican college. And "let them come
into our institutions!" Why what
in the world are we coming to?
If we are not careful, Catholics will
soon be considered men! Awful!
ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS.-

The Elocutionist'8 Annual, comprising
new and popular readings, recitations,
declamations, dialogues, poems, etc., etc.,
by J. W. SHOEMA.KER, Professor of Elocution. J. W. Daughaday & Co., publishers, Philadelphia.

This book contains many pieces
well known to the popular ,ear,
besides some which have not before
.been published in an elocutionary
work. The work is very cheap,
and in such a -form that it can
easily be carried in one's pocket.
On this account it would be a very
convenient thing for such students
ofelocution as may not have access
to libraries from which to select
their readings, and do not wish to
purchase a more costly work.
The selection on page 90, entitIed "Patrick Dolin's Love Letter," might advantageously have
been omitted. For although it is
somewhat humorous, yet we think
it entirely wrong to place before
the young and untutored m'ind
such a sentiment as that expressed
in the lines
'

j

... -'I

"I'm a Catholic ye know, but for the
sake of relation
Wouldn't mind to change creed, and
sign a recantation."

Whether, in a book of this kind,
it is better to insert a new imita-
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tion than an old original, is, under
any
circumstances,
somewhat
doubtful; but when the fact that
it is an imitation is so visible, and
when the new production is so far
inferior to the old, both for recitation and in its literary merits, as
that imitation (of a part of Tennyson's "May Queen") entitled,'"'Will
the N ew Year come to-night?" it
certainly should not be inserted.
Notwithstanding these and several other similar faults, ' the book,
taken as a whole, is, though small,
a good compilation of well selected
pieces for dramatic reading,
The illustrated Annual of Pltrenology
and Physiology for 1873, by S. R. WELLS,
publisher of the Phrenoloqical Journal
and Science of Health, New York.

This work contains in a small
space; a variety of useful information, besides many curious facts
connected with phrenology .aud
physiognomy.
It is well worth
the perusal of the curious.
THE Mills Quarterly says that
the Senior Class is thinking of paJ"
ing us a visit.
The OWL will
smooth its feathers to receive them.

As the reader will see by refering to the index page, there has
been a change in the Board of
Managers. lVir. M. J. Walsh offered his resignation as Fourth Editor,
at a special meeting of the Board,
held February 3rd. The resigna..
tion was accepted; and at the next
regular meeting of the Board, ]\JIr.
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J. L. Carrigan was elected to fill
the vacancy.
This gentleman
enters on his duties as Fourth Editor and Olio-writer, this month.

IT hasbeen remarked that complaints have been made, andjustly,
too, that the O'VL did not come out
in time.
N O'V, who make these
complaints P The students of Santa Clara College. Whose fault is
it that the magazine does not come
out promptly, at the right time,
every month? That of the students
of Santa Clara College. For, until
we receive from them that regular
and constant literary support
which is our' due, it will always be
difficult and sometimes impossible
for us to bring the magazine out in
Our outside patrons, who
time.
subscribe and advertise, do all that
we can expect from people who
are interested in education and
literature; and we thank them sinccrely for the support and encouragement which they have afforded us. But those within our walls
who should give us their literary
support, are often very deficient in
this respect. Happily there are
some among us who really consider
the College Magazine in its proper
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light,-that of the true exponent
of the literary merit of the -students,-and to these we are truly
thankful.
The highest class of
"English," and the ,lo\vest,- t he
First Rhetoric and the Third Grani.mar.s--have nobly done their duty
towards us this year. But neither
the "Poetry" class nor the First
Grammar have been represented in
our pages at all.

WE have not received the Echo.
What is the matter? Does it resound no more?
THE Georgetown CollegeJournal .
has enlarged from four to eight
pages, and it is improving in every
·way. It will soon, if it does not
already, take a prominent place in
the first rank of college papers.
We see by the February number
that the Rev. Edmund J. Young,
(long to be rernem bored with gratitude by the ,OWL,) holds the chair
of Rhetoric of Georgetown College.
THE Oatholic Sentinel comes to
us changed from a four to an eight.
page paper; and enlarged with ,
regard to reading matter. We are
glad to see it prospering.
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beautifully dawned the 22nd of February upon
our valley. Nature seemed determined to repress, at least for one
day, her dreary winds and rains,
and to show her brightest side in
commemoration of the mighty man
whose natal clay it was.
At an
early hour the stars and stripes
were raised above our college
buildings, and as they waved
brightly in the mellow sun-light,
they seemed in themselves to sug-gest the memory of him who fought
and won so many gallant victories
under their folds. .After breakfast
the college band assembled around
a bust of Washington which stood
on its pedestal in the) ard ; and
soon the strains of the" Star Spangled Banner" arose sweetly and
majestically on the balmy air.
It
was touching to see so many reverential hearts clustering around
the effigy of the Father of America;
to gaze npon his noble and commanding featnres; and to contrast
the United States' government as
it was under him, with the United
States' governrnent of to-day.
Alas! do modern times bear the
comparison?
The dinner served up for us in
the Refectory, at twelve o'clock,
was indeed a lordly one; nor did

our boys fail to show, by their devoted attention to it, that they all
thought so.
In the afternoon the band played
once more; and the younger boys,
with their fire-crackers, kept up a
perpet ual din until night-fall.
In the evening the doors 'of the
theatre were thrown open; and in
a short time an immense crowd
had assembled within its w all s.
The entertainment was both literary and dramatic, and on the
whole reflected much credit upon
those who took part in it. The
"Introductory" was delivered by
Master James -W alsh. It was a
beautifully written little piece ;
and the young gentleman just
named, with his full rich voice, did
not fail to do credit to it. This
was followed by .an oration on
"The Integrity of Washington,"
by Mr. F. McCusker. The speech
was well written; and if we make
allowance for the fact that the
speaker had but very imperfectly
committed it to Inemory, it was
very 'vell delivered also. J\tlessrs. V.
l\IcClatchy and C. Friedlander, entertained the house with a Dialogue
entitled "Big ~Ien and Small
]\tIen." Thi8 was very fairly rendered; and as the two gentlemen
named were most 'appropriat e re-
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presentatives of their respective amused the audience.
" Peter
.sides, they did not fail to give Stanmitz" was taken by Mr. LL\. O.
We· never sa w this
much amusement. Mr. Friedlan- Arguello.
der showed, it is true, a little gentleman act so well before. He
timidity on the stage; but
it surpassed everyone's expectations.
was his first appearance, he can Mr. McCusker took the part of
well be excused. Mr. R. Del " Van Block," and took it in a
Valle came next with an oration capital manner also. The minor
on "The Reward of Heroes." parts of the "officer" and "waiter"
This was another very well written were well taken by Messrs C.
speech; and 'as the gentleman Friedlander and T. Morrison. The
spoke well also, it was listened to music during the whole evening
with much pleasure and attention. was good, as usual. We hope our
The literary portion of the enter- College may see many 1110re such
tainment closed with a poem en- gala-days as this, and that the '
titled "The Passage of the Dela- Birthday of Washington may be
ware," by Mr. A. L. Veuve, This everywhere celebrated with as
gentleman did full credit to him- much zeal, as the Students of Santa
-self, and handled his subject with Clara College h~ve shown in its
much skill ' and feeling. A comic behalf in 1873.
drama, in two acts, entitled
PREPARATIONS are being made
'" Twould Puzzle a Conjurer,"
'l"he for the celebration of the birth-day
closed the entertainment.
character of "Peter, Czar of Mus- of our Pres dent, the Rev. Fr.
('Avy," was impersonated by 1\11'. Varsi, which will fall on the 11 th
\~ .rve, who spoke well, and showof March next. The programme
ed that he , understood and appro- of amusements is a fine one, and
elated his part. Mr, Poujade ap- if carried out will render the day
peared as the "Baron V ~n Clump." , most pleasant, In our next issue
He was a veritable baron. 1\-11'. we hope to give a detailed account
J as. Dunne made his debut as "The of the exercises.
Count de Marville," 'Ve comTHE recently organized Orchestra
pliment the gentlelUal1 on his acting, and take pleasure in telling of th is College, has consolidated
him, that behind his fine mous- with the Cecilian - Society; and
- ·t ache, he looked every inch a has consequently the same officers.
Frenchman. ~fr. Carrigan's renLAST " First Wednesday," we
"d ering of the part of " Van Dundel'," was one of the most pleasing had the pleasure of listening -t o a
features of t~le evening. He acted contest in declamation between the
with his usual humor, and highly third and fourth English classes.
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'Ve have not time to criticise all
the speakers, but there are some
few points which we should like
to mention.
Mr. J as. Walsh was undoubtedly
the best speaker of the day. .H e
delivered a poeul entitled "Cains
.Marcius," giving much pleasure to
all who heard him. 1\11'. Peter
Mallon literally "brought down
the house" with "rfhe Maniac,"
bouncing around the stage in a
most tragic manner. The students
showed their appreciation of his
efforts by a - liberal supply of
bouquets, culled from the grassplots in the play-ground.
Mr.
McCarthy gave us "The Execution of Montrose." This gentleman did well enough, so far as his
delivery was concerned, but - we
would recommend to him a more
strict adherence to -the text, especially in speaking a piece of poetry.
Mr. Wallace was somewhat too
tame in the delivery of "rfhe Triumph of Truth"-(a very pretty
little piece of verse by the way)but, with perseverance, he will
succeed. Master Wm. Davis spoke
a piece, entitled "Rome and Oarthage." In his gestures he was
rather stiff; but notwithstanding
this, he did very well for a little
fellow. Altogether, this contest
was pleasing to the audience-and
creditable to both the classes.

AN Athletic Club ' (so we have
heard) has been organized among
the students of the Second Divi-
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sion, Really, the little fellows are
wide-a-wake, now-a-days; and that
too while their big brothers lie
asleep. Come; rouse up, ye veterans, and imitate the example you'have before you! Do something
to -show that you are alive.

IT affords much pleasure to the
"Idle N otist," to report the substance of a conversation which he
had the other day with a very scientific gentleman, on electricity.
Wishing first to know the real
nature of this powerful agent, we
asked him what it was. "Red hot
iron," he answered, "condensed
out of a body of gas rushing into
a vacuum." We next proceeded
to inquire how, if it was a metal it
could flow through a wire. The
'explanation was ready: "It passes
through the wire on account of the
particles which ignite to the fulminating principles which it possesses ! " We then proceeded to inquire if electricity could by any
means be imprisoned. " Yes," he
replied; "you",take a glass bottle,
and fill it up with gilt paper; from
the bottle you raise an iron rod
three miles into the air.
In a short time the electricity will come
down and get entangled in the
paper. Taking advantage of this,
you take out your rod, cork up the
bottle, and thus imprison the electricity." The gentleman gave us
information on many other points,
but we are afraid that if we were
to submit too many such startling

1873·1
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all who heard him. 1\11'. Peter
Mallon literally "brought down
the house" with "rrhe Maniac,"
bouncing around the stage in a
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showed their appreciation of his
efforts by a liberal supply of
bouquets, culled from the grassplots in the play-ground.
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~lcCarthy gave us "The Execution of Montrose." This gentleman did well enough, so far as his
delivery was concerned, but we
would recommend to him a more
strict adherence to .the text, especially in speaking a piece of poetry.
Mr. Wallace was somewhat too
tame in the delivery of "rrhe Triumph of Truth"-(a very pretty
little piece of verse by the way)but, with perseverance, he will
succeed. Master W m, Davis spoke
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sion, Really, the little fellows are
wide-a-wake, now-a-days; and that
too while their big brothers lie
asleep. Come; rouse up, ye veterans, and imitate the example you have before you! Do something
to ' show that you are alive.

IT affords much pleasure to the
"Idle N otist," to report the substance of a conversation which he
bad the other day with a very scientific gentleman, on electricity.
Wishing first to know the real
nature of this powerful agent, we
asked him what it was, "Red hot
iron," he answered, " condensed
out of a body of gas rushing into
a vacuum." We next proceeded
to inquire how, if it was a metal it
could flow through a wire. The
'explanation was ready: "It passes
through the wire on account of the
particles which ignite to the fulminating principles which it possesses !" We then proceeded to inquire if electricity could by any
means be imprisoned. " Yes," he
replied; "you,",take a glass bottle,
and fill it up with gilt paper; from
the bottle you raise an iron rod
three miles into the air.
In a short time the electricity will come
down and get entangled in the
paper. . Taking ad vantage of ~ this,
you take out your rod, cork up the
bottle, and thus imprison the electricity." The gentleman gave us
information on many other points,
but we are afraid that if we were
to submit too many such startling
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theories to the world at one time,
all the eanan« would go crazy, and
thus science would lose instead of
gain.
THE above conversation reminds
us that we had a splendid little
thunder storm the other night.
The lightnin s flashed quite .brilliantly for a little while, and the
thunder . rolled proportionately.
Our readers in the far East will
bear in mind that thunder storms
are alrnost as great rarities in 'California as earthquakes are with
them. Consequently, when we get
one, we become slightly excited
over it.

BASE-BALL, it seems, is just now
entirely dead here. We have received D:0 score for insertion. Nor
do we hear the noble game 'even so
much as mentioned in the yard. '
LARGE numbers of little snow
birds have for the past few days
been chirping awaymerrily in the
still leafless trees of our playground. They are welcome little
visitors.
THE tops
of the mountains
around us are covered with snow.
During the spell of wet weather
which we had some time ago" .the
snow-line extended more than half
way down the mountains, This is

lMar.

lower.than we ever saw it before.
In fact, the climate seems to be
getting colder and colder every
year; and no one in this vicinity
would be surprised if in a few
years we should see our fields covered with snow and our lakes with
ice.
l\IR. J. I ... CARRIGAN, has been
elected stage-manager of the J 11nior Dramatic Society.

WE have very often heard people say that they pitied us poor
college-boys upon whose hands the
hours and days must hang so wearily, .T his is a mistake. Our systematic division of time .causes it
to fly ' 'more rapidly than it would
seem to do were we in daily intercourse with the outside world; and
if you were to ask any ,of our students which seemed to them the
shortest years of their life, they
would answer, without a doubt,
"The years spent at. college."
The week here has hardly begun;
when it seems to end; months and
half-sessions slip past almost unnoticed; and when : at length the
June Vacation comes, many are
puzzled to say where all the time.
is gone ~ to. ,T herefore, although
we like to be pitied when we
deserve it, in this case we must
say that pity is entirely uunccessary.

1873]
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H Y was Pharaoh's daughter
. like the brokers on .Wall
Street? Because both -g ot a little
j)rophet out of the rushes on the
banks.
An illegal corn
tight shoe.

measure.-A

George Washington was once
at a dinner-party, 'where his host
had set him with his back to a
Finding it
fiery red-hot stove.
quite too hot for comfort, after
some squirming, he beat a retreat
for a more comfortable position, at
the same time explaining the reason, " Why" said the hostess,
jocularly, "I thought an old General like you could stand fire 'bet ter
than that! " "I never could stand
fire in my rear," replied the General.
" We acknowledge our indebted.n ess to Messrs, Fordham," says the
editor of ·P ublic Opinion, "for a
dish of very superior soup. We
marked it ins-ide matter, and gave
it an early insertion. Our contributors can always .send such articles,
without any fear of their being
crowded out, or laid over until
next week." " The editors of the
OWL, in noticing and adopting the

above sentiment, feel it ahnost a
duty to authors of such articles as
those referred to, to say that the
editorial staff of this magazine has
peculiar facilities for doing immediate justice to the-m, and will
welcome them accordingly. 'Collegiate institutions, and not least
among them that of Santa Clara,
have many advantages, in this
respect, over mere individual editors, such as he of Public Opinion,
whose plurality consists only in the
use of the editorial "we."

Our corpulent friend, Mr. - - ,
called us into his office a few days
ago, and asked if we wanted a
conundrum for ' the "Olio." Of
course we answered in the affirmative; and he gave us the following,
-stating that it was original:"What is the difference between
a boisterous laugh and the maker
of a celebrated kind of bitters? "
We gave it up.
"One," said he, "is a hoarse
laugh, and the other is a Hos-tit..
ter,"
Hotel-keepers are people we have
to put up with.-Am. Newspaper

Reporter.

LMar~
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Probably the largest and heaviest single family in the world, is
the Iloward family, of Kentucky ;
and, 'possibly, there has never, at
any time, existed a parallel to it.
In the subjoined table, the accuracy of which may be relied upon,
we give both the weight and the
height of its members:
Father
l\fother
"£homas

6 ft. 4 in.
6"
6" 4"
James
6" 6"
Sarah
6" 2"
John
6 " lIt"
Mary
6" 2"
Elijah
6" 3"
Matthew 6 '" 6"
Eli
6" 6t"
Daughter 6" 3"

200 ib
285 "
280 "

215 "
165 "
266 .,

150 "
2] 0 "
·220 "

197 "
160 "

Total ° .70 feet
2,298 lb
Computed strength of father and
sons, 6,liOO lbs, Entire ages, 557
. years. Many of the grandchildren
of this family are 6t feet in height,
and weigh over 200 Ibs.-l)hreno-

logical Journal.
.Where did Charles the 'F irst 's
executioner dine, and w bat did he
take?
He , t ook a chOJ) at the
King's Heaa.
The physical constitution of Aus't ralia is different from that. of any
other part the world. The 'o rdi'nary rules and operations of nature
in the animal and vegetable parts
of creation are reversed. The following are some instances in illustration of this anomalous character:

of

There are birds without wiugs,
as large as deer, their bodies covered with hair instead of feathers;
beasts with beaks of birds ; swans
that are black, and eagles white.
The ferns, nettles, and even grasses
grow to the size and shape of trees;
rivers run from the sea and are lost
in interior swamps; trees are ever
green in spite of frost or snow;
there are extensive plains in which
one tree, one soil, one. water, and
one description of bird, fish, or animal prevails, alike for ten miles or
one hundred.
This is Australia, w here it is
summer when it is winter with
us, and vice versa; where the
barometer rises before bad weather and falls, before good; where
the north is the hot wind, and
the south the ' cold; where the
humblest house is fitted up with
cedar ; where the fields are fenced
with mahogany, and myrtle trees
are 'b urnt for fire wood; where the
kangaroo, an animal between the
squirrel and the deer, has five claws
on its fore-paws, and three talons
on its hind legs, and yet hops on
its tail; where the mole lays eggs,
and has a duck's bin; where there
is a bird with a broom in its
mouth instead of a tongue; where
th ere is a fish one half belonging
to the ray, the other to the shark;
where the pears are made of wood
with the stalk at- the broader end,
and where the cherry grows with
the stone outside. - Round the

lVorlcl.

1hble of Don 97'.
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Credits for the month. oj January

fiS

'rend on -l Ved nesday , Feb. 5th, 1872.

CH HI~TIAN . nOCT1UNE.

,

Class~R,.

Bowie 90, G. BuU 95, \V. Cardwell 95. J. Coddington 100. \V·. Den 100
C. Ebner 99, H. Martin U9,. V.l\fcClatchy 98. 'r. Morrison 100, L.-Palmer 98.
2d Cla8~-H. Arguello 90. A. 13ell 100. H. Bcwie 100, M. Chevalller 1CO. J EnlightfJ8
B.. Enright 70, D. Furlong 95. J. Machado: 00, J . lVlct 'arthy 90, C. l\1cClatchy 100,
A. J. McCone 70. J. Nichol 100. A. Pierotich 100, N. HoLle~ 70, J. ~anchez 70, P.
Soto 100, lot \Vallace 100, J. "'alsh 100, H. "Velsh 100, B: Yorba 70.
3d Cla'ss-r1'. Hanley ~O, E. Mcl uuglin 70, H. Non-is 70, S. Sheridan ~O, J. Sanroman 70.
.
ETHICS-~1. \Valsh R5.
1st

. MEN'TAL PHILOSOPHY.
1\1cCnf:-l{er~2 , H . Peyton
NATUHAIA PHILOSOPHY.

A. Arguello 70, J. Carrigan 70, F .
,

A. Arguello 7'5, F.

McCu~ker

.

74, J. Poujade 74.

80, 1-1. Peyton 77, A. Veuve 80, B. Smith 72.
l~LEl\1EN'l'A]{Y CUE.M:IS'l'UY.

A. Arguello 85, G. Bull 72, B. Smith 88.
ANALYTICAL CHEl\HSTRY.

II. Peyton 93, A. Veuve 90, R. Del Vall e 85, F. n:lcCnsker 85.
~{ATHEMATICS

2d Class-e-J Ponjade 100 , F. ~IcCusker 100, V. McClatchy 100, C. Ebner 100. 'V"
Cardwell 97, G. Bull 95, H. Del Valle 80.
.
3d Class-A. Bell 98, N. Camnrillo 99. .J. Coddington 70, S. Fellom 80. C. Friedlander
100, \V. Hereford 80, T. Morrison 80, If. Peyton 99, B. Smith 100, R. Smith 80,
P. Soto 80, L . Winston 100.
I,ATIN.

Ist Class-R. Bowie 70, C. Friedlander 70, l\:L Walsh 80.
3d ( 'luss- \V. Cardwell 80 T. Morrison 74, L. \'V i uston 70.
4th CIU8S-\V. I-Iereford 70. 'V. McCj~ltchy 90, A. Veuve 70.
5th C'uf'f'-H,. Arguello 7'0, J. Dunne 70. ~. Fellolll 79, D. Furlong 70, J. 'VaIsh 70, B~
YOl'ba 77.
GHEEK.
Ist Clast+:-:M. VValRh FO.
2d Cluss-H. Bowie 70.
3d Class-vV. Cardwell 80, T. Morrison 74, L. vVinston 70.
4th Clal-os-A. Veuve 75. .
5th Class-vV. t'ar(hv~ll 70,
Davis 85, S. Fellorn 85, J. vValsh 80, F. McCusker 74

"T.

ltHE'l'ORIC CIJA8S.

Ist C]ass~R. Bowie 75, ,~V. IIerefnrd 83. V. l\:!cClatchy 87, A. Yeuve 97
2d Clnss-U. Bull 70.1. Coddington 90, D. Furlong 77, C. Friedlander 72, McClatclly
80, T. Norrison 79, L. vVillston 73.
'
,..-/

GHAM)'fAH..

Cla~s-A. Bell
~lcDonald 82,

70, II. Bowie 7'0, J . Ca,lnllfln 75, II. Martin 70, .J. Macl1ado 78. 'I-I.
L. Palmer 80, J. Houndey 84, J. \lValsh 90, R. vVallace 72, B. Y()r~
ba 80.
"
2d Class-:-J. Barrenechea 70, \V. Davis 100, It Enrirht 88. C. Gecrdet 70. D. Kirld
71, A. McCone 79..J. ~lcDonald no, P l\rJallon 80, G. Norris 84,; A. Pierotich 70 1
u. \iVelsh 70, C. V{elti70, J. Aguirre 80, J. Smith 88.
3d Class-J. Chaves 70, C FloP.d 75, G. I-Iopkins 75, R. Sheridan 93, L. Shinn 97) S$
Stevenson 75, A. Young 80.

1st

FHENCII.

1st Class-C. Friedlander 80, G. Bull 70, C. Georget 80, H. Martin ,70.
2d Class-G. Norris 70.
•
3d Class-J. 'Berna l 80, F. Chaves E'2, J. Norris 70, R. Spence 71, S. Fellom 70.
SPANISH.

ls,t Class-J. Agnirre 75, J. Callaghan 75, L. Camarillo 73, 'V. Handan 70, N. Robles
75, P. Soto 75.
3d Class-C. Stoneseifer 100, C. ~lcClatchr 100, J. Mc< 'arthy 75, W. Furman 70, A.
Pacheco'O.

v. McClatchy 100, J.

GERMAN.

Auzerais 70, J. Barrenechea 70.
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I}}lar

A It I T H ME'l'IV.

1st Class-J. Barrenech ea 78, A. Bell 95 J. Bernal 75, J . Chavez 70, J . Ca llaghan 90,
v«. Davis 78, T . Durbin 90, D. Furlong 88, J. nIachado 90, A. ~lcCone 78, A. Ga-resche 70, L. Pa lm or 92, N . Robl es 80, J. Roun dey -I flt), J. 'Valsh 85, R. Wallace
70, B. Yorba 99.
2·d Class-H. vVeish 90, J . Smith 90, H. Enright 87, -fl. ~1 cDonal d se, J . E n right 85,
G. Norris 83, J. ~lcD()nald 83, C. Stoneseifer 80, P. J\Iallon 80, ' A Pierotioh 80.
J . Cole 78, J . Aguirre 75, D. I~:idd 74. C. Floed 75, Alf. Den 73" J. Nichol 70, J.
Eldridge 73, J . San roman 70.
3d Class- E . Auzerais 75, F. Chavez 'iO, E. Sh eridan 70, S. Sheri dan 90, L. Shinn 75,
F. Chaves 90, C. Welti 90.
BOOK -KEEPING.

Lst. Class-V. ~lcCIa.tchy 100, N . Camarillo 100. H~ Soto 96, S. Fellom 80.
. 2d Class :-A.' Bell 99, H. Bowie 100, A. w. Den 70, 'r. Durbin 98, C. Ebner 99, J .
Gambill 70. H. r~ cDon al d 94, r , Morrison 90, J. Nichol 75, A. Pierotich 76, N . Uobles 72, J. Roundey 95, J. vValsh 70, B. Yorba 98.
3d Class-J. Aguirre 80, J. Barrenechea 70, J. Chaves 75, W. Davis 98, H. Enri ght 90
C. Goorget 79, D. I{idd~9S, C lVlcClatchy 98. H. Spence 7'5, R. Wallace ~3 , J. vVelcl
98; C. '\tVelti 75.
READING AN D SPELl,lNG.

.

, 1st Class -J. H. Arguello 72, J. Cole 80, .J. Day 85, W. Furman 75, .AIf. Den 71, H.
Enright 74, J. Gaulbill 70, J. Perrier 80, A. Pieroti ch 72, N. Rubles 70 P. ~Iallon
76, H. Smith 70, J. Smith 73, II. 'Velsh 85, G. Roundey 73, H. Spence 70 F. Cha ves 73. B. Chretien 74, J. Nichols 70.
2,1 Class-J. Barrencchea 77" F. Ch a vez 72, 1'. Hanley 7J, J'. :i\IcDonald 81, G. Norris
82, J. Phippen 80, J. Sanroman SO, L. Shinn 88, S. Steven son 80, C. 'Yelti '74, J .
Chavez 72.
3d Class-B. Auzerais 75, A. Bowie 70, F. Burling 70, u, De la Vega 88, II. Down ey
85. \V. Hopkins 70, G. Markham 70, C. Moore 75, F. Sanchez 70, S. Sherldan 95,
V. Vidaui reta 70, A. Young 70, J, 2\IcCall 70, T. Donahue 75, H. Fanner 95, '1\
Leahy 75, R. Serrano 70, J. Sullivan 70.
l1 U)CUTIO~

Lst Class-\V. Hereford 70, V. }IcClatchy 77, A. Veuve 77.
2d Class-C. Friedlander 70, D. Furlong 80, T. Morrison 70.
3d Ciass-A. Bell 70, J. Callaghan 75, J. Day 80, H. Martin 70, H. Me Donald 70, J.
Nichol 70, L~ Pahner 78, .J. \Valsh 100, R. ,'Vallace 78.
4th Class-J. Barrenechea 70, W. Davis 70, 'V. Furman 80, J. McCarthy 85, A. Me
Cone 85, P . ~ial1on 90, A. Pierotich 70, C. Welti 70, J. Smith 86.
fjt}} Class-J. Auzerais -70, F. Chavez,70, H. Downy 85, C. Floed 70, C. Gambill 7'0, J.
Sanroman 70.
PBNMA.~

SHIP.

IstClass-c-J. Barreuechea 88, N. Camarillo 90, A" Den 88, J. Day 80, G. Norris 88, R.
Remus 73, P. Soto 88, R. Smith 76, R. Thorn 72, B. Yorba 75.
2-d Class-J. Auzerais 73, L. Camarillo 70, J. Callaghan 72, VV. Cardwell 73, J . Cole
72, B. Christian 76 H. Christin 75, A. L. Den 85, R.. Enright 74, C~ Friedlander
75, C. Floed 70, T. I-Ian10Y 78, E. Hall 77, u Kidd 78, n, Kifer 70, A. McCone 77,
J. Machado 78, J. Norris 90, J. Nichol 70; C. Stonesifer 73, J. Sanrornan 78, E .
Sheridan 80, J. Walsh 73.
3d Class-M. Chevalier 73, J. De la Cruz 70, .J. Eldridge 72, F. La Coste 80, 'J . Perrier
75, E. McLaug1in 74, G. Markham 74, J. Smith 71,' G. Seifert 75, A. Spence 7'2.
PIANO.-R. Bowie 90, C. Ebner 80, B. Smith 75, .A,. Arguello 75, N. Camarillo 80, A.
Den 75, H. Bowie 75, Randall 75. '
VIOLIN. -J. Carrigan 90, R. Enright 80, P. Mallon 70, T. Morrison 80.
DRAWING.

H. Bowie 70, F. Burling 70, G. Seifert 80, V . ~{cClatcllY 100, R. Remus 100, E. ~fc
Laughlin 70. A. Pierotich 100, J. Sanroman 100, P. Soto 70, F. Vidauretta 100,
P. Mallon 100, D. Harvey 80, R. Brenham 70, H . Martin 100, C. 1rlcCarthy 100.

---0-- -

[Classes of the PR~ARA'roRYDEPARTMENT are omitted.]
Highest number of credits given, 100. Reclpiente of 70 and over only mentioned

LOUIS CHOPARD,
~'I A.N U FA CTlJ1lER AND DEALER

Franklin. Street, Santa Clara.

CHAS. BOSSERT,
Bread and Biscuit Baker.

IN

.Watches, Diamonds,

Fancy Pastry and Confectionery Illude to'
order on the shortest noti ce.

JE""W'"EL:B,"y, &C- :J
- N o. 26,5 Aueera i « B lock,

Ball s and

P~~t.les

Santa Clara f'Jt., Sate Jose.

supplied on rea sonable
terms-

THE ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE
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George Dem.etrie,
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(Proprietor.)

t~; .J ~~

W hic h will be reat through and throu gh by every
member of the family, you ng and old .
v.:ol V. begins with Jan 1873 Subs cri be now
by sending One Dolla r to the Edit or.
REV . WILLIA1fI BYRN E ,
Cru sader office, Boston , ~a8s ~

'I'he Proprietor has ."been regardless of'ex pense in hi s desire to meet the public
. wants, an d situated in the City Market,
in the m idst of all the delicasies of the
season , feels confid ent of success.
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Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
and Publishers,
620 (.~ 622 Washington-street ,

SA N

FRAN(}ll5(]O~

DEVINE & ABEL'S
Fa~ily . Groc~·y

Store,

Cor. El Dorado and Market sts. , S2Ul Jose,
~ A full and complete assortment of
TIlE VERY BES1' AR1.'ICLFl~ al'wave;
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E. MAIIONEl,

s. E. cor. Santa Clara & l\Ial~ket sts, fn~l Jose.
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Dry Goods,
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Gents' and Childrens' Clothing,
Boots and Shoes, Hats and Caps,
etc.,
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etc.,
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J~ DINEGAN & SON,
Me:((,@fuJa(}llt Va~[Q:r3~
'I~'

Franklin st., Santa Clara.
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HAVING j nst received a new supply of Goods, we respectfully
invit e all who wish

L\
I

Aneat and stylish Suit ofClothes
-~
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. EYE RESTA URANT'\

B
J

29 2 ~~ir8t

Street, San .Jose,

JJQjt1tJ~ ~~J)V@t1tJ -

& aQ;Nl>

PIt()PRII~:TOR 8,

TI"e cheapest, neatest and.
best Restu'ttra,nt in San Jose.

--·AII thedelicacies ofthe season on hand
--Clam Chowder a speciality,
(On Tuesdays and Fridays. )
---

to call and examine OU t ' stock before
going elsewh ere. We will k eep con stantly on hand a good assortment 01
BEAvERS, (in all shades)

BROADCLOTHS,
DOESKINS,
French, English, Eastern
and home-made Cassimeres

A good variety of Vestings
Our icork: is -it« own recommen dation,

Hot English Muffins.and Coffee every
morninge
,

- -and
- night.
Open Day

O'lt'l~

prices 'r ea son a bl e
AND WE

.

uarantt~ n fit
or not~ .
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John F. Tobin,
DEALER IN

Fruits,

(Odd Fellows' Building.)

Pipes)

Nuts,

Franklin st., Santa Clara,

( igars,

Confectionery, Tobacco,
S T A '1' ION E R Y ,
~allc!J

.N.

w:

~ll11tl~.
00'1",

Jlftttnttt~,

&t.,

Wushington & Franklin sts.,

JQ$t> f taQtQ~JJ & '~ Q o'
PROPRIETORS.

Meals at all hours,
A.ll tlte delicacies of the Beason on hand:

(Opposite Odd Fellows' Hall.)

BANTA O·LAR .Il .

E. SCHRODER,
)

Cor. First and El Dorado sts., San Jose.
(Entrance on First..Street.)

Every description of Pictures taken on
short notice and on the most REASONABLE TER~IS.

LOUIS PINARD & .CO.,
'. 274 Santa Clara st. , San Jose,
DEAI~ER8

IN

FA.~ILY.
' .
GROCE~IES_
~An orders promptly delivered.and
, hatisfaction guaranteed.

~Give

us a Call !

Banking House,
Olf

Corner of First aml Santa elarn Streets,
SAN

JOSE.

Receive General ' and Special. Deposits in Gold, Silver and .Curren -y . deal inC - S
Bon~8 and Leg~l Tenders, and do a General Banking Business. '

D RAW EXCHANGE ,()N
DONOHOE, I i: ELLY, ~ co., Sail. Franciseo.
EUGENE KELLY , &" ce., N e,v Y o rk.
CONSOLIDATED BANK (Limited.) Londoll"
'
. BANK ,OF IREI~AND, DUbl~n.

TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS MADE ON,N'EW YORK
Interest allowad on Time Deposit».
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CHA.NDELIERS, GA.S FIXTURES,
'Ga lv an 'i zed amd. Black Water Pipe,
MARBLE 'SLABS AND WASHBOWLS)

(j

(~

Copper and Zinc Bath Tubs~ etc., etc. ~
366" ,368,.& 3,0 Santa (Jlara st.,tJ\i
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(Opposite the ?pera House).
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FARMERS.-I11ave~n hand, a la rge and well selected ' '~~.

stock of all k in,ds of HOS,E, w~~ich I will sell at two eent« per foot
reduction 'from form er prices, until ,further notice.
'
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PlUI*bing-and Gas Fitting promptly done.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

AC ORE ,
~IW B~~~t ~t~~et~ $5(tD, JJ@~Qle
(NEAR

S~\N

F'ERN.ANDO.)

. ?

. S.l\.N JOSE CALIFOliNIA,.

YOUNG LAD E INST T
t1~e

HI '; Institution. ,vhi.ch is inco.rporated according to
laws of the State, and
confer
commenced Its Twenty
T
Session on Monday,
21st 1872.
e ipowered to

academical honors;

FIrst Annual

August

The Course of Instruction embraces all the branches of a
thorough ducatlon.

Entrance to be paid bnt once
-.$15.00
Board and Tuition, .pe r quarter
62.50
Washing, per quarter
12.'50
Physicians' fees unless it may be preferred to pay
. the bi II in case of sickness, per quarter. . . . . . . . 2.50

Plane, Vorml l\ll1~i~, ~h' Hving and Pain tin~ form ex tra charges; but there
is no extra charze for the French, . ~ 'l'nnish or GeJ"lllan Languages, nor for Plnla
Sewlng and Fancy Needlewol" •
Payments are. required to be made half a Session in advance, .
Pupils will find it much to their advautage to be present 'at the openi ng of th .
Session.

~te 1m~~'f~~
,

~~@~~~

00

'f~

OLAllA.

SAN·l1~1

HIS Institution is conducted by the Siste~'s· of Notre Dame. and was opened in
August ~ 872. to afford those of m oderate means an opportunity t o procure for

t h eir daughters, at a trifling e xpense , a sound, moral and inte ll ect ual ed uca tion , such
as will help them to become useful and in t ell igentwolnen.
'
'I'o place the benefits of this Institution wlth in the .reach of the. greater number..
the charge will only be $1 H.OO per month, payable In advance. .,
Inconnection with the above, there is also a

Young Ladies' Day Schcol.
l1fJR3fS :-E"h~Inentary Class. per Month

$3.00
1.50
.KX 1:R .:1 :- F rench 'a nd Spanish. Languages per Month
·. ~
1.00
Piano
'
c:
. ~ ••••••••••• ". 6.00
Plain vocal Music·
" " • • • . • • • • • • •• • 35
Vocal Music of a higher degree
IJ« '
• • • •• • .. ... .. • ••• 2.00
. Prin1HIT
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